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FOREWORD

B

Y AN ACT of the Legislature in February, 1883, the State Nor
mal School, which in 1929 became the State Teachers College,

was established at Jacksonville.

On August 10, 1934, the institution

celebrated its semi-centennial.
Jacksonville State Teachers College gratefully acknowledges
the unselfish and efficient service rendered by faculty, alumni, and
students who contributed to the success o f the occasion through their
work on the various committees and through participation in the
historical pageant.
The following pages set forth in order the proceedings of the
celebration.

HISTORY
HE State Normal School was established at Jacksonville by an
act of the Legislature in 1883. Two of Jacksonville’s public
spirited citizens, L. W. Grant in the Senate and J. D. Hammond in
the House, were instrumental in getting the school located at Jack
sonville. The building and grounds of the old Calhoun College, which
cost $16,000.00, were given the State by the Board of Trustees to
be used for the Normal School. Calhoun College was built by the
issuance of stock held by the people in Jacksonville and by people
as far south as Selma. James G. R yals of Macon, Georgia, was
the first president. He died during his second year, and J. Harris
Chappel succeeded him. He was president for almost two years.
He resigned to take the presidency of the Girls’ Industrial School
at Milledgeville, Georgia.
Then came C. B. Gibson of Columbus, Georgia, who was presi
dent seven years. Next came J. B. Jarrett, who was here one year.
In 1892 Jacob Forney became president and was here seven years.
During the last years of his administration the school began to
grow. He rented the old Iron Queen Hotel to use as a dormitory.
He resigned in 1899 to become the head o f the newly created De
partment of Education at the University of Alabama.
Since 1899 Dr. C. W. Daugette, o f Monroeville, Alabama, the
present incumbent, has been at the helm.
The Normal’s home for sixteen years was the old Calhoun
College building. The school grew to such an extent that another
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home was necessary. The courthouse had been moved to Anniston
and the county gave the old courthouse to the Normal School. The
school continued to grow, and another home had to be provided. Dr.
Daugette, Mr. C. D. Martin, and Mr. J. J. Arnold were instrumental
in getting an appropriation for remodeling the old Calhoun College
building, which is the building once used by the college.
The school continued to grow by leaps and bounds. In 1916
a beautiful dormitory was built for girls. Just as it was ready
for occupancy it burned. The next year it was rebuilt. In 1921-22
a modern training school was built. It is known as Kilby Hall. In
1927 a beautiful fire-proof dormitory for boys was built. This took
the place of the wooden barracks built by the government during
the World W ar to house a unit o f the S. A. T. C. This dormitory
was built without any state appropriation.
Through the generosity and philanthropy of Mrs. Fannie Atkins
of Jacksonville, and through a desire to perpetuate the name of her
husband, a farm of 1231/2 acres was donated for the purpose of help
ing young men get an education. It is for the benefit of those
needing assistance.
The other property that the school owns consists of the twentyeight acre site of the old administration building, two acres in the
city school site, ten faculty houses and ninety acres in the new site,
making a total of 115 acres in the city and 123% acres outside. The
property now owned by the school amounts to over a million dollars
in value.
The number of boarding students in 1900 was eight; the en
rollment in 1922 was 811; and the total enrollment, including all the
departments of the school, in 1929-1930 was 2648. All records of
enrollment were broken for the last regular session and summer
school, with a slight increase for the session just beginning.
In 1929 the Normal School passed out of existence, and the fouryear State Teachers College took its place as a member of the Asso
ciation of Alabama Colleges and of the American Association of
Teachers Colleges, and is making application for admission to the
Southern Association of Colleges.*
In 1883 there were five teachers. Now there are forty-two
members o f the faculty. Thirteen have the Ph.D. degree, and none
has less than the Master’s degree.
From all parts of our state has come the demand for better
teachers. In order to meet the demand made on them, the teachers
are constantly seeking to equip themselves better for their task.
Since no other college in the state offers better advantages than
does Jacksonville, students flocked here last year from over forty
counties of Alabama and from five states.
* See page 70.
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The buildings were not adequate for the increase. The state
appropriated $300,000.00 for new buildings. The Board bought the
Burke property o f 40 acres, which is located on one of Jacksonville’s
many beautiful hills, and fifty acres additional. There today stands
one of the most magnificent school buildings on one o f the loveliest
locations in the state. This cost over a quarter o f a million dollars
and is known as Bibb Graves Hall. There has also been built and
furnished one unit of the dormitory for women. This dormitory
is modern in every respect and will accommodate eighty-eight girls.
Its cost is $85,000.00 and it is named C. W. Daugette Hall.
A central heating plant has been erected to heat all the build
ings now on the campus as well as those of the future.
The past is honorable, the present is great, and the glory of
the future is ours. “ Great oaks from little acorns grow.”

COMMITTEES IN CHARGE
OF THE SEMI-CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

PAGEANT— Mrs. J. W. Stephenson, Chairman; Mr. L. J. Hendrix,
Mr. R. P. Felgar, Mr. Leon McCluer, Dr. William. S. Hoole, Miss
Ada Curtiss, Mrs. Mary Ed Hall, Miss Minnie Sellers, Mr. J.
W. Stephenson.
COOPERATION OF TOWN AND COUNTY — Mr. Reuben Self,
Chairman; Mr. Paul J. Arnold, Mr. Jim Wood, Mr. C. A. Steph
ens, Mr. Alex Wilson, Mr. Grover Currier, Mr. Macon Stevenson,
Supt. C. J. Allen.
FEEDING— Mr. P. J. Arnold, Chairman; Dr. L. W. Allison, Mr. A.
C. Shelton, Mr. J. W. Stephenson, Mrs. Lance Hendrix.
SIGNS— Mrs. Mary Ed Hall, Chairman; Mr. B. F. Sasnett, Miss
Emily Goodlett, Mr. Zed Burns.
PARKING— Dr. C. R. Wood, Chairman; Dr. William J. Calvert, Jr., Mr.
Leon McCluer, Chief W. A. Venable.
COSTUMES— Mrs. Ramona Wood, Chairman; Mrs. C. W. Daugette,
Mrs. Mary Ed Hall, Miss Fannie Bush, Miss Emily Goodlett, Miss
Ada Weir.
DECORATION—Miss Fannie Bush, Chairman; Miss Louise Bullock,
Mrs. Birdie Lee McClendon, Dr. William J. Calvert, Jr., Miss Ada
Weir.
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LOUD SPEAKERS— Dr. J. Frank Glazner, Chairman; Mr. Hugh
Bonds, Mr. B. F. Sasnett.
SEATING— Dr. William J. Calvert, Chairman; Mrs. Birdie Lee Mc
Clendon, Mr. Thomas Shotts, Miss Minnie Sellers, Miss Ethel
Mitchell, Mr. D. D. Walker.
PUBLICITY— Mr. A. C. Shelton, Mr. Macon Stevenson.
PARADE— Mr. Leon McCluer, Chairman; Mr. E. J. Landers, Mr.
J. W. Stephenson, Dr. L. W. Allison, Dr. C. R. Wood, Mr. A.
C. Shelton, Dr. William S. Hoole, Miss Louise Bullock, Miss Ethel
Randolph.
ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
M. A. Stevenson, Chairman; Dr. F. M. Lawrence, C. A. Stephens, J. M.
Wood, Dr. A. J. Kitchens, J. Homer Fryar, Dr. John Rowan, Dr.
Hoke Rowan, Dr. E. P. Green, Dr. James Williams, Dr. O. Sar
gent, A. P. Johnston, Rev. J. I. Edwards, Rev. W . E. Penny, Rev.
Doyce Mitchell, Rev. Rex Turner, Rev. J. M. Stoney, Rev. Hawk
ins, C. E. Bondurant, A. E. Burnett, M. B. Sewell, H. Brown, W. T.
Morton, J. H. Heathcock, A. A. Wilson, S. A. Williams, R. C.
Watson, Fred Williams, Reed Bryant, J. J. Aderholdt, Lon C.
Carpenter, Aubrey Hollingsworth, J. F. Gidley, John Henderson,
Roland Boozer, C. E. Stone, John B. Nisbet, Leon Boozer, J. E.
Snead, J. C. Holden, J. B. Rogers, E. H. West, J. O. Pyron, L. L.
Porch, W. C. Sargent, C. S. Burge, F. F. Brown, J. Thomas
Martin, W. C. Irby, A. D. Edwards, Walter Dean, W. I. Greenleaf, Bob Treadaway, Foster West, Hubert Lester, Neil Lane,
Claud Moody, J. J. Dyer, Ernest Green, F. R. Mullino, Frank
Vetterel, Frank Clay, B. F. Hamilton, George Rowan, R. A. Ship
man, J. C. Steele, Senator M. B. Wellborn, F. G. Propst, R. B.
Lusk, Bob Burnham, Scott Watson, George Few, Homer Weaver,
John Lowrey, John Prickett, T. J. Waldrep, Murphy Gray, Rankin
Daugette, D. W. Goodlett, J. D. Crow, Jr., O. B. Myrick, George
Warlick, John W. Howell, Joe Steinberg, Dean Edwards, Ben
Cass, C. R. Bentley, J. T. Lyon, Amos Green, Elihue W est, Henry
Whittle, Joseph Dothard, Willie Wilson.
J. J. Willett, A. P. Agee, Charles. S. Leyden, Harry M. Ayers, Anniston;
Ivy C. Turner, Harry Y. Dempsey, Austin Johnson, Walter Well
born, Piedmont; Dr. F. C. Stevenson, Montgomery; H. A. Stev
enson, Birmingham.
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PROGRAM OF THE SEMI-CENTENNIAL
CELEBRATION

PRESIDENTS OF THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL
SINCE ITS FOUNDATION
1883— 1885__________________________________________ James G. Ryals
1885— 1886_______________________________________ J. Harris Chappel
1886— 1892____________________________________________ C. B. Gibson
1892— 1893____________________________________________ J. B. Jarrett
1893— 1899____________________________________________Jacob Forney
1899—

_______________ _________________________ C. W. Daugette
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SEMI-CENTENNIAL
CELEBRATION

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Jacksonville, Alabama
Friday, August 10, 1934

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA

C. W. DAUGETTE
President
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GENERAL PROGRAM
Procession to Outdoor Stadium.
Coast Artillery Band, Anti-Aircraft.

Processional by Sixty-ninth

Welcome Address on Behalf of the State Board of Education and
Greetings from the State Department of Education by Superintendent
A. F. Harman.
Response by Dr. Guy E. Snavely, Past President of the Asso
ciation of Alabama Colleges, and Greetings from the Association.
Introduction of Delegates of the Colleges, the Alabama Educa
tion Association, the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, the Association of County and City Superintendents, the As
sociation of High School Principals, the Association of Elementary
School Principals, the Alabama Congress of Parents and Teachers,
the Alabama Press Association, the Alumni, and the Former Students
of Jacksonville.
MUSIC
Sixty-ninth Coast Artillery Band, A . A., Theodore Bingert,
Bandleader.
Address by President Bruce R. Payne of Peabody College, Nash
ville, Tennessee.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Recessional
12:30 P. M.
BARBECUE LUNCHEON
1:30 P. M.
Inspection of Grounds and Buildings
2:00 P. M. to 3:00 P. M.
Open Forum
Reunion of Classes to be held in Designated Class Rooms in Bibb
Graves Hall.
3:00 P. M.
Parade
Historical Pageant
Delivery of Diplomas and Conferring of Degrees by Governor B. M.
Miller, President State Board of Education.
Semi-Centennial Address________________ President C. W. Daugette
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PROGRAM
11:00 A. M.
Processional— National Emblem_____________________________ Bagley
Sixty-ninth Coast Artillery Band A. A., Theodore Bingert,
Bandleader.
Welcome Address on Behalf of the State Board of Education and
Greetings from the State Department of Education:
Supt. A. F. Harman, Secretary State Board of Education
Response and Greetings from the Association of Alabama Colleges:
Dr. Guy E. Snavely, Past President
Introduction of Delegates____Mr. Leon McCluer, Marshal of the Day
THE COLLEGES
(Greetings to be Read)
Alabama College___________________________ Dr. T. H. Napier, Dean
Alabama Polytechnic Institute— __
Dr. John J. Wilmore, Chairman Administrative Committee
Athens College_________________________ Dr. E. R. Naylor, President
Birmingham-Southern College_____________ Mr. Guy E. Snavely, Jr.
Florence State Teachers College____Dr. H. J. Willingham, President
Howard College---------------------------- Dr. T. R. Eagles, Vice-President
Judson College______________________________ Dr. Robert M. Wallace
Livingston State Teachers College____________ Dr. T. K. Sisk, Dean
Marion Institute------------------------- Dr. Walter Lee Murfree, President
Troy State Teachers College__________________ Dr. M. D. Pace, Dean
University of Alabama___________________________ Dr. H. C. Pannell
Womans College of Alabama______Dr. Walter D. Agnew, President
THE ASSOCIATIONS
(Greetings to be Read)
Alabama Education Association________________________________
________________ ____Mr. M. C. Sandlin, First Vice-President
Association of County and City Superintendents---------------------____________________________________Mr. C. L. Martin, President
Association of High School Principals____Mr. F. M. Cook, President
Association of Elementary School Principals__________________
_____________________________________Mr. G. G. Ford, President
Congress of Parents and Teachers___Mrs. James Fitts Hill, President
Alabama Press Association______ Mr. W. Roy Brown, Field Manager
Alumni Association_____________ Mr. C. W. Daugette, Jr., President
MUSIC
Light Cavalry Overture,___________________________V o n S u p p e '
Sixty-Ninth Coast Artillery Band A. A., Theodore Bingert, Bandleader
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Address— The American Teachers College—
Dr. Bruce R. Payne, President Peabody College, Nashville, Tennessee.
Announcements___ ________.Mr. Leon McCluer, Marshal of the Day
Recessional— Cochran Cadets__________________________________Sousa
Sixty-Ninth Coast Artillery Band, A. A ., Theodore Bingert, Bandleader
12:30 P. M. to 1:30 P. M.
BARBECUE LUNCHEON
1:30 P. M. to 2:00 P. M.
Inspection of Grounds and Buildings
2:00 P. M. to 3:00 P. M.
OPEN FORUM
Presided over by Governor Thomas E. Kilby
Reunion of Classes to be held in Designated Class Rooms in Bibb
Graves Hall.
3:00 P. M.
PARADE
(Fall in Behind the Banners)
Formation
Sixty-Ninth Coast Artillery Band
Second Battalion, 167th Inf. Regiment A. N. G.
Seniors
Faculty
Former Governors
Former State Superintendents
Representatives State Board of Education
College Delegates
Alabama Press Association
Alabama Legislators
County and City Superintendents
High School Principals and Teachers
Elementary School Principals and Teachers
Congress of Parents and Teachers
Masons
Oddfellows
Former Students by Classes
Present College Students
Present High-School Students
Present Training-School Students
HISTORICAL PAGEANT
Music Furnished by 167th Infantry Band

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
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Explicator— Pageant Master Bill Young, Mgr. WBRC Birmingham
Delivery of Diplomas and Conferring of Degrees—------------------______Governor B. M. Miller, President State Board of Education
Alma Mater
Semi-Centennial Address________________ President C. W. Daugette
College Song
(Last Verse and Chorus to be sung when President rises)
The Star Spangled Banner
ALMA MATER
Our strong band can ne’er be broken
Formed in Jacksonville.
Far surpassing wealth unspoken,
Sealed by friendship’s tie.
Chorus:
State Teachers College, dear old school,
Deep graven on each heart,
Shall be found unwav’ring true
When we from school shall part.
College life at best is passing,
Gliding swiftly by;
Then let us pledge in word and deed
Our love for S. T. C.
College Song______________ Mrs. Ada Pitts and Dr. C. W. Daugette
How we love you, how we love you,
Dear old school we aim to bless,
Where the boys and girls together
Now are striving for success;
We adore you, we adore you,
And are working with a will,
In our dear old Alma Mater
In the town of Jacksonville.
CHORUS:
Mid the hills of Alabama,
Stands our Teachers College dear;
There’s the fount of all our knowledge,
There’s our hope undimmed by fear.
We’ll ne’er forget all our pleasures
And our many, many squalls,
Nor our sweet associations
In our dear old college halls.
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Second Verse:
We are thinking, we are thinking
Of the time when we must part,
For we know there’ll be some weeping
And a sighing in each heart.
We’ll no longer have our teachers;
We must choose our future way,
But we hope to be a blessing
Till our locks are silvery gray.
Third Verse:
Help us to live, O mother kind,
Ever by thy precepts high,
And may all true sons and daughters
To the right be ever nigh;
May thy watchwords— Duty, Honor,
Be to us a beacon light;
Guide our hearts, O Alma Mater,
Through the darkness of the night.
OUTLINE OF PAGEANT

Prologue.
Interlude One—Father Time.
Episode One— Coming of the First Settlers.
Indian Dance.
Interlude Two— Father Time.
Interlude Three— Scene from Pioneer School.
Dance________ _________________ London Bridge Is Falling Down
Interlude Four— Academy Days.
Episode Two— Organization of Calhoun College.
Interlude Five— Father Time.
Interlude Six— Dance______________________ __________ Virginia Reel
Tableau One— Jacksonville Normal Created.
Episode Three— Calhoun College Transfers Property to State for
Use of Normal.
Interlude Seven— Graduating Class of 1886.
Interlude Eight— Early Normal School Physical Education (1890).
Episode Four— Calhoun County Transfers Court House to State
Normal School.
Episode Five— Laying Corner Stone of Hames Hall (1908).
Interlude Nine—War Days— Drill by Company H.
Tableau Two— Governor Kilby Signing Appropriation Bill.
Tableau Three— Gov. Brandon in Conference with Committee of Edu
cators of Alabama.
Tableau Four— Governor Graves and State Board of Education Convert
Two Year Normal Schools into Four Year Teachers Colleges.
Tableau Five— Income Tax and Warrant Amendment in Governor
Miller’s Administration.
Interlude Ten—Father Time.

C. W. DAUGETTE HALL
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Interlude Eleven— Scene from Modern School.
Danish Dance.
Episode Six— Introduction of Departments, Clubs and Organizations.
Interlude Twelve— Graduation 1934.
Epilogue.
Alma Mater.
Address— President C. W. Daugette.
College Song.
The Star Spangled Banner.
THE END

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Pageant Master_____________ ____________________________Bill Young
Heralds
Mary Louise Edwards
Roy Thompson
Miss Jacksonville___________________________________ Mildred Varnon
Attendants to Miss Jacksonville
Grace Barnard
Stella Hobson
Eunice Rhodes Powers
Estelle Johns
Miss Alabama_______________________________________ Martha Wood
Attendants to Miss Alabama
Ruby McBride
Elizabeth Lester
Bill Nichols
Frances Morton
Grace Mackey
Maybelle Whitworth
Beatrice Davis
Lucille Gaither
Marynelle Gilbert
Kittye Steele
Lois Hall
Edra Blakeney
Marguerite Green
Pansy Thornton
Velma Rogers
Virginia Sue Munson
Father Time_________________________________________ Leon Wiginton
Trader Green_________________________________________ W. L. Brown
Indian Chief, Ladiga________________________________ Edwin Bruner
Indian Princess,Satoah______________________________ Frances Massey
Other Indians
Ernest Mintz
Clark Waters
E. M. Plunkett
Irma Yates
Mrs. Mary Barnard
Indian Children
Mary Elizabeth Baird
Helen Knight
John Rivers
Raymon Westberry
Early Settlers
Sam Evans
Mrs. Ruth Butenschon
A. J. Boyd
Mrs. Sam Evans
Givis Stephens
Mrs. Lily Floyd
John Leath
Mrs. Givis Stephens
Children
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Slaves

Leon DuPriest

Melvin Yates
Mary Mitchell
Blab School Teacher____________________ ________________ Olin Luker
Frank Casey
Eugene Hammett
Garner Phillips
William Sassnet

Pioneer School Children
Milford Sims
Relige Tolbert
Billy Wood
Earline Turner
Mildred Phillips
Rosamond Turner
Edith King
Mary Elizabeth Wood

Citizens Organizing Calhoun
Raymond Bates
LeRoy Brown
George Franklin
Robert Smith
Elmo Taylor
B. L. Vance
Thurman Hallman
James Bailey
Legislators Securing Bill for State
Jasper Buckner

College
Clyde Brown
Newbern Bush
Doyce Mitchell
Neil Garner
Normal School
George King

Committee of Calhoun College Trustees
Ewell Parker
D. P. Culp
Dodd Cox
John T. Blake
R. C. Hester
J. P. Johnson
Ernest Robinson
Orville Duran
President J. Harris Chappel________________________ Briggs Hodgens
Mae Gardner
Russell Tomlinson
Kathleen Franklin

First Graduating Class
Lucille Jones
Roy Caddell
Irene Looney
Herschel York
Clyde Qualls
Vera Martin

Early Normal School Athletes
J. P. Greenhaw
Ralph Bannister
Dewey Morris
Hoyt Robinson
Crawford Haynes
Johnnie Hall
John Thomas Black
Douglas Poole
ReubenCochran
Robert D. Fouts
Calhoun County Commissioners of 1900
Hugh Toland
George Clegg
Leon Camp
Howard Boockholdt Morris White
Hobson Smith
W. B. Lipham
Ralph Shotts
President C. W. Daugette__________________________ Lewis Blackerby
Grand Master of the Masons of Alabama (In Person)------------_____________________________________________ Samuel A. Moore
Assistants in Laying Corner Stone of Hames Hall----------------_______________________________________ Calhoun County Masons
Second Battalion__________ 167th Infantry, Alabama National Guard
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Statesmen and Educators of Alabama Taking Part in Pageant
Ex-Governor Thomas E. Kilby
Dr. H. C. Pannell
Ex-Governor William W. Brandon
Dean T. H. Napier
Dr. Spright Dowell
Dean M. D. Pace
Dr. H. J. Willingham
Dr. C. W. Daugette
Dean T. K. Sisk
Governor M. B. Miller
Ex-Governor Bibb Graves
Superintendent A. F. Harman
Ex-Superintendent R. E. Tidwell Superintendent J. A. Keller
Superintendent John W. Abercrombie
Modern-School Teacher______________________________ Myrtle Taylor
Modern-School Children
Foy Bell
Joe Green
Charles Marable
Ruth Bell
Frances Green
Ovell Phillips
Eunice Broome
Arthur Honea
B. H. Simms
Frances Burge
Melba Howell
George Robinson
Anne Rae Dyer
James Johnson
Lois Snider
Juline Ford
Edward Johnston
Rebecca Weaver
Shirley Frye
Louise Ledbetter
Whittell Simms
Lemuel Glazner
Runette Lipham
Spirit of Education---------------------------------------------Mary Moore Hurst
Representatives of Departments, Clubs and Organizations of
State Teachers College
Nola Dodd
Mattie Lou Rogers
Willie Sieber
Evelyn Whitmire
Julia Hill
Pauline Marshall
Gladys Kidd
Clara Leach
Bela Fordham
Viva Louise Evans
Mary C. Sessums
Audrey Bradley
Terah Casey
Winnie Segers
Evelyn Little
Desser Brown
Gladys Vickery
Glayds Hawk
Nan Sheppard
Neva J. Cantrell
Mildred Boring
Pauline Borden
Ruby Rainey
Boyce Durrett
Elva Simpson
Hazel Bryant
Myrtle Durbin
Elsie Conway
Edyth Davis
Virginia Sue Munson
Rosaline Stallings
Sue Caffee
Elsie Bailey
J. Ford
Cora Lee Killgore

CHORUS
Bertie Mann
Georgiann Brown
Lucile Brown
C. Watters
A. M. Bailey
Arnold West
Bonnie Ruth Bowers
Mae Gardner
Kathleen Franklin
Louise Wright
Doris Brock

Mrs. H. Gilbert
Mrs. Maggie Smith
Alma McWhorter
Lona Street
Lossie Stanford
Mrs. F. Butenschon
Jacqueline Thomas
Lillie King
Ruth Howell
Frances Steele
M. M. Hurst
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M. Frances Geer
M. Ellis
A. Hollingsworth
D. F. Silvey
Will Ed HollingsworthL. Groover
H. Boockholdt
H. Williams
G. C. Weldon
H. Gilbert
C. Warren
Verlie Maxwell
H. L. Blocker
Dorothy Burnham
Nelle Erwin

Louise Little
Florine Kemp
Ruby Jo Dyar
Rosa Belle Cranford
Ella Street
Gladys Franklin
Louise Smithers

Virginia Reel Dancers
Wallace Clements
Stell Benefield
Marvin Clements
Cecil Warren
Estelle Hubbard
Lynn Little

Ruth Richardson
Bertha Edwards
Lois Bottoms
Cora Lou White
Robert Mason
Rose Barnard
Wavel Couch

Hildegard Ledbetter
Hazel Rowe
Virginia Awbrey
Audrey Dobbs
Eula Mae Austin
Lillie Belle Mathews

Indian Dancers (Youths)
Will Ed Hollingsworth Leonard Cooper
Hubert Street
Archie Stroud
Henry Griffith
Ralph Barnes
Herman Pruett

Julian Graves
Reece McKibbens
Drew Collier

Indian Tom Tom Players (Maidens)
Lucile Fulks
Lola Boyd

Bertha Ferguson
Nettie Anders
Willie Hill

Eula Harris
Ida Reba Carr

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Bachelor of Science Degree—August 10, 1934
Daisy Atkins____________________________________________ Gaylesville
Mary Emmie Boozer____________________________________ Jacksonville
E. Grady Cook------------------------------------------- --------------------------Winfield
Barbara Harris_________________________________________ Jacksonville
Mildred E. Howell______________________________________Jacksonville
Barto Hughes_____________________________________________ Warrior
Virginia Fendley Irby__________________________________Jacksonville
Herschel Lindsay.____________________________________ Walnut Grove
Vera E. Meadows________________________________________ Collinsville
Verna Mae Sizemore__________________________
Winfield
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CANDIDATES FOR DIPLOMAS
Two-Year Course— August 10, 1934
Grace Abercrombie__________________________________________ Attalla
Kathryn Allen ____________________________________________ Roanoke
James C. Bailey________________________________________ Jacksonville
Alice Barganier_______ _____________________________________Cordova
Winnie Barnes____________________________________________ Lafayette
Blake Bartlett------------------------------Wehadkee
Raymond W. Bates_________________ -----------------------------------------Arab
Clarence Beasley____________________________________________ Sipsey
Mildred B eason______________________________________________ Steele
Lois Bedwell_________________________________________ Spring Garden
Jewel V. Belcher____________________________________________ Logan
Travis L. Belcher____________________________________________ Logan
Robbie Bertram------------------------------------------------------------------- Ashville
Karl Bertram_______________________________________________Ashville
Dove B icknell_________________________________________Blountsville
Lewis W. Blackerby____ ________________________________ Columbiana
Orion Blackwell_______________________________________________ Fyffe
Daisy B lair-----------------------------------------------------------------------Talladega
H. L. B lock er____________
Odenville
Bonnie Ruth Bowers_________________________________________ Horton
Hampton L. Bowman---------------------Oneonta
Sarah B o x ________________________________________________ Anniston
Lois Brock _____________________________________________ Collinsville
Ruby Brock ________ ___ ___________________________ _____ Collinsville
A. E. Bruner __________________________________________ Cottonwood
Hazel Bryant ______________________________________________ Attalla
Lester Bryant ______ ______________________________________ Ohatchee
Madolyn Buffington ---------------------------------------------------------------Steele
Mamie Oda Burke_________________________________________ Leesburg
Margaret Sue Caffee _________________________________ Birmingham
Georgia Camp ________________________________________________ Boaz
H. Eugene Cannon_______________________________________ Gaylesville
Mary Kate Cannon______________________________________ Gaylesville
B. T. Cantrell_______________________________ __________Jacksonville
Alma Belle Carter---------------------------------------------------------------Munford
Clelen Clay ________ __________________________________ Jacksonville
Wallace Clements ------------------------------------------------------------------Fyffe
Louise Corley _____________________________________________ Kellyton
D. P. Culp _________________
Clanton
Cora Davidson --------------------------------------------------------------------- Detroit
Jeremiah Davidson _________________________________________ Detroit
Herbert Dick _____________________________________________ Ashland
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Thomas R. Downs____________________________________________ Fyffe
Mary Willie Elliott__________________ __________________ Birmingham
Harvey D. Elrod_________________________________________ Albertville
Lucille Acker Estes__________________________________________ Center
Lois V. Faught_________________________________________ Carbon Hill
Josephine F o r d ________________________________________
Glencoe
Lois Gaines ___________________________________________ Jacksonville
Eunice G a rren _________________________________ .___________ Bangor
Nellie Gauntt------------------------------- .---------------------------------------- Oxford
Arnold L. Gilbert___________________________________________ Chavies
Vergie Spence Gilbert______________________________________ Chavies
Emma Glasscock___________________________________________ Cullman
Mildred P. Glazner________________________________
Geraldine
Katherine Griffin ________________________ _________ _______ Gadsden
Nora H a l l ________________________________________________Geraldine
WilliamThurman Hallman____________________________________ Ashland
Harry Lee Haney_____________________________________ Union Grove
Inez H am ilton ____________________________________________ Gadsden
Pauline H arvella _____ _____________________________________Warrior
Homer E. M. Hays_____________________________
Cullman
Winnie Lee Higgins______________________________________ Albertville
Ruth H ilt__________________________________________________ Lineville
Ewell Ruth Holland________________________________________ Altoona
Maynard H ood______ _______________________________________ Cordova
James Cullen Hunnicutt_________________________________Russellville
Mary Ann Jacobs_________________________________________ Talladega
Kermit A. Johnson_____________________________ ____________Cullman
J. P. Johnson___________________________________________ Blountsville
Maude B. Johnson______________________________________ Blountsville
Bertha Frances Karr____________________________________ Albertville
Rosabel Landers _____________________ ______-----------------Jacksonville
Annie Mae Leath__________________________________________ Blanche
Dixie Mae Leath________________________________________ Jacksonville
Willie Myrtle Littlejohn____________________________________ Thorsby
Irene Looney ______________________________________________ Parrish
Vernice Lyon _________________________________________________Arab
Mary McClendon__________________________________________ Lafayette
Alma Ruth McWhorter_________________________________Blountsville
Mrs. C. A. Mathews__________________________________________ Heflin
Lillie Belle Matthews_____________________________________ Leesburg
Lucile M o rto n __________________________________________ Wellington
Annie D. Moses____________________________________
Roanoke
Herbert C. Murphree_______________________________________ Hayden
Martha Murphree______________________________ ____________ Gadsden
Annie Mae Nichols------------------------ ---------------------------------------- Oxford
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Coley M. Nichols____________________________________________ Oxford
Ernest M. Plunkett________________________________________ Leesburg
Clyde W. Qualls____________________________________
Steele
Dane L. Rosser________
Goodwater
Alton Runyans ____________________________________________ Ashville
Ophelia Runyans___________________________________________ Ashville
Lucille S croggin ________.________________________________ _Piedmont
Myrtle S eg rest___ _______________________________________ Notasulga
Edward S e w e ll________________________________________ Jacksonville
Lucy S h ip p _____ __________ _______________________ ;_______Albertville
Travis S h ip p ___ _________________________________________ Altoona
Lother B. Sibert________________________________________ Jacksonville
R. D. Simpson______________________________________________ Newell
Gerstle Grigsby Smith______________________________________ Bangor
Maggie Pullen Smith------------------Boaz
William A. Smith________________________________________ Grove Oak
Lossie Stanford________________________________________ Birmingham
Frank Stewart ___________________________________________ Piedmont
Irene Stewart -------....Munford
Annie Laurie Swindall___________________________________Goodwater
Jacqueline Thomas _________________________________________ Ashland
Joe E. Thompson----------------------------------------------------------------- Chavies
Marjorie Thompson_______________________________________ Baileyton
Theron Vick _________________________________________________ Berry
Nellie W aldrop________________ --------------------- ------------- Union Grove
Agnes Wall ________________________________________________ Bangor
Clarke Watters ________________________________________ Fayetteville
Emmett W eaver__ ________________________________
Liberty
Willa Nolen Webb-----------Piedmont
J. C. W hite_____ ____________________________________ —------- Jemison
Louise W righ t--------- -------------------------------- —---------------------- Wedowee
Mary Lizzie Yates__________________________________________ Wadley
Everett Y o r k __________________________________________ Union Grove
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SEMI-CENTENNIAL ADDRESS

THE AMERICAN TEACHERS COLLEGE
Bruce R. Payne
Without the universal and enormous improvement in the intelli
gence received by the average citizen everywhere in the public schools
during the last thirty years, the calm attitude, the patient forbear
ance, and the intelligent loyalty of the American citizen would have
given way long ago to unreasoning propaganda and blind violence.
Our political system, our industrial system, and our capitalistic
system have to thank our public school system and our public school
system has to thank our teacher-training system for the unparal
leled advance in the education of the masses of our citizens which
causes them to display such remarkable toleration of spirit, equipoise
of mind, and nobility o f conduct in the present crisis.
It is, therefore, especially important at this time that the public
inform itself of the public service, the outstanding achievement, and
the clearly conceived function in our national well-being of this great
benefactor of the American people and of American stability— the
teachers college.
The teacher-training business in the United States is largely in
the hands of the normal schools and teachers colleges. The statesupported institution with the largest attendance is the teachers
college. There are 80,000 more students in teacher-training institu
tions than there are in all the departments of all the state universi
ties of America. In 1930 there were 279,195 students and 14,463
instructors in the normal schools and teachers colleges while there
were 197,608 students and 14,121 instructors in the state universities.
It is reasonable to think, then, that the 1,000,000 teachers of
25,000,000 youth in this country should have their own special pro
fessional higher institutions.
The Republic is not safe without sound learning universally pro
vided in the public schools. The public schools are not safe unless
they are operated by skilled, professionally minded, devoted teachers.
The unescapable justification of all our teacher-training lies in
the marvelous advance in the efficiency of public schools and the
incomparable and universal rise in the education of all our citizens.
There is nothing like it in the world today.
There is no more impressive spectacle in human history than
the rise of the average of intelligence of the average man in America
during the last three decades.
Quantitatively and qualitatively no progress of the last thirty
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years is comparable to that of our people’s schools.
More kinds o f education have been possible for more kinds of
people in this country than anywhere else on earth. The public
schools have done more than all other forces combined to give people
self-culture.
Now these advances did not just simply happen in our public
schools to the so great advantage o f all our citizens. It did not occur
without plan, program, scheme, or design.
It never would have occurred without the contribution of trained
teachers and wise educators supplied by the teachers colleges to
lend guidance to the curriculum, .method to the teacher, supervision
to the school, administration to the system, psychology to the child,
philosophy to the parent, and vision to the good citizen.
HIGH SCHOOLS
It is not an accident that the growth of normal schools parallels
the growth of the public schools. Fifty years ago when we had only
623 teachers in normal schools we had only 6,000 high school teachers.
But thirty years ago America had 2,000 teachers in her normal
schools and 20,000 teachers in her high schools. Ten years ago
there were 5,000 instructors in teachers colleges and 100,000 teach
ers in high schools. Today there are 14,000 teachers-college profes
sors and 200,000 high-school instructors. It is a long way in fifty
years from 6,000 high-school teachers to 200,000. Without the
increase and service of these 623 normal-school champions of high
school education to 14,000 does anyone believe that quantitatively
our secondary schools would be so thoroughly manned and so gener
ously supported as today?
The secondary schools could never have received the number
of properly qualified teachers with life devotion to teaching if the
teachers colleges had not sent them their peculiarly fitted quota.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
What is true of the high schools with their 5,000,000 students
is infinitely more true of the elementary schools with their 20,000,000
children. Does any other type of higher institution lay claim to the
service and success in the development of our elementary schools
which belong to our normal schools? The trained teacher who has
gone to the elementary school to stay and devote her skilled life
enthusiastically to the education of childhood has always come in
larger numbers from the teachers colleges than from other schools.
Few other teachers with the phychological knowledge of child apti
tudes, abilities, needs, and interests have consecrated their lives
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permanently to childhood education. The vast improvement in the
speed and thoroughness of elementary school instruction is to be
credited to those graduates o f teachers colleges. Many others have
heard lessons in these schools, but they have not taught children
so effectively. Many others have begun, but not so many have re
mained in these strategic positions.
FUNCTION
What is the peculiar function of the teachers college? Why
are these specialized professional schools for teachers necessary?
Why not destroy them and transfer their work to other institutions?
Ask those same questions of law schools, medical schools, en
gineering schools, agricultural colleges, and theological schools and you
will receive a partial answer, but, only a partial answer. The train
ing of the human mind, the development of human character, the
growth of good citizens, the acquirement, evaluation, and organiza
tion for teaching purposes and the adjustment of subject matter of
our literary, historic, and cultural past to various grades of intelli
gence from the kindergarten through the university is a task far
more complex and complicated than is faced by any of these other
professions.
A great educator once said: “ Popular education is no more a
matter of money than of plan and method; no more a matter of
legislation than of the spirit of men and women; no more a matter
of theory than of intelligent appreciation of conditions.” You can
not produce a great body of trained teachers without an atmosphere
and environment which radiates this spirit.
Without a specialized faculty, a specially selected student body,
with a common and specialized purpose, with total resources con
centrated upon this single attempt, improvement in the education
of teachers simply is not attained.
Teacher training involves (1) so much of a good general edu
cation— a broad knowledge of many subjects; (2) such a complete
knowledge of special subject matter in the one subject taught;
(3) such a special understanding of the profession, such educational
principles, philosophy and psychology of education; (4) so much skill
in special technique such as supervision, administration, practical
methods of management, that it cannot fight its way to attainment
in competition with other professional schools. It demands total
allegiance, the freedom of favorable atmosphere, special financing,
liberal pedagogical libraries, special practice and demonstration
schools peculiar laboratories, all its own.
There are those who believe that man can teach whatever he
knows, that the evaluation, organization, and adaptation of instruc
tion to the grades of intelligence of children need not be tested.
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There are those who think that a teacher is merely a phonograph
emitting certain distinct noises profoundly useful to and under
standable by the hearer. This is a preposterous suggestion, and no
intelligent person can accept such a superficial theory in the face
of the known facts.
Civilization itself is nothing more than the transmission of the
successful and seasoned experience of age to ignorant youth. As
an agency of civilization the teachers college specializes, and has
been successful, in conserving and transmitting the useful material
and the successful methods of the master teachers to the inexpe
rienced novice in teaching. Surely millions of grateful children who
have thereby escaped the blind and blundering experimentation of
unskilled teachers will rise up and call the teachers college blessed.
Surely parents, conscious of their own abused semi-education in the
presence of the superior learning of their own children, will awaken
with gratitude to this great achievement of the teachers college.
And on some good day the state, through its intelligent citizens,
will recognize its debt to this redeemer of youth, this educator of
citizenship.
One of the greatest values in scholarly method of the teachers
colleges accrues from the fact that they are not satisfied to know
that the student knows only his subject. They must know that he
knows it and knows how to make other people know it. Their ap
proach to a subject from the standpoint of both teacher and student
is a much more intensive process than looking at it merely as a
student. Nothing contributes more to thoroughness and scholarship
than this, and nothing guarantees greater increased power to the
learner. When a student knows he must teach a subject, it is not
easy for him to satisfy himself by the high-sounding thought that
the purpose of education is discipline of the mind, training of the
faculties, development of character, all of which it certainly is. But
the prospective teacher never forgets that every great man in his
tory has definitely learned something which he positively remembers,
and that he knows definitely what to do with that which he has
learned and remembered. So it is with the teacher. He must learn
his subject. He must know what to do with it after he has learned it.
The demonstration school, or practice school, developed distinctly
by the teachers college, is the greatest achievement in American
public education. The laboratory theory established by the demontration school is in harmony with the best scientific procedure in the
laboratory method of the natural sciences throughout the world of
scholars. It has come to be expected that the raw teacher shall not
be thrown out to test his theories by blind blundering with groups
of helpless children. The teachers college is expected to give him
practice, observation, demonstration, and not to recommend him to
the public unless he has shown in this laboratory his fitness to do
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the things which he is employed to do. Sometimes a law student is
allowed to lose our cases in court because of an ignorance of the
practice of law; frequently physicians are permitted to take our
lives into their hands without the confidence which increased clinical
facilities would have given to them. Occasionally graduates of other
schools without practical experience are allowed to try their hands
at the training of youth, but it is considered bad form and not allow
able for the graduate of the teachers college to attempt such a waste
ful and outrageous procedure. The laboratory method has found
its way into the teacher-training institution as a valuable trial agency.
RURAL EDUCATION
If the rural life problem is ever to be solved, it must be solved
largely by the teachers colleges. There has been no contribution in
recent years to rural life equal to that which the graduates of these
institutions have carried back to the communities from which they
came.
In recent years for the first time we have in the teachers college
an institution giving college training to citizens of the country and
for the country. The graduates of the teachers colleges more than
the graduates of any other type of institution turn to the country.
Rural life for the first time in American History is enriched by an
ever-increasing number of college-bred citizens as permanent co-lab
orers in rural progress.
It is an historic fact that country high schools never had a
chance to develop any sort of efficient teacher, curriculum, financing,
or instruction until the teachers colleges grew up a new breed of
intelligent manhood demanding such a product and until the teachers
colleges also produced such an educationally minded product in their
graduates who taught in these secondary schools in the country. The
country people then for the first time, through the teachers collges,
were enabled to build their own type of high school.
The improved intelligence of the graduates of teachers colleges
in the country schools has enabled the Smith-Hughes and SmithLever workers to organize 4H clubs in the schools, to arrange for
parent-teachers meetings for the improvement of home life, to dis
tribute through these enormously improved country schools technical
and scientific knowledge of agriculture to the masses of farmers
and their children, which never was done and never could have been
done unless these teachers-college graduates had been placed in the
country schools.
Higher education has nothing to boast of in this regard. It has
too often not directed its educational efforts toward the understand
ing and the improvement of country life. Most of us went to college
to get away from the country. The teachers colleges have not
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robbed the country of its youth of genius, but have redirected them
to the country. For once rural America has had the gospel of its
own life preached unto it.
One shudders at the memory of the drabness of rural life or
the contemplation of its future peasant farmer and his hopelessness
without this country people’s college.
RELIGION
There is no more religious body in America than the student
body of a teachers college. I know not where to discover more
quickly in its essence the spirit of consecration than on the campus
of some of our teachers colleges. They have more desire for genuine
service than do college students of the usual type. They have laid
themselves on the altar of sacrifice to childhood and to youth. Cer
tainly there is a softening and refining influence exerted by the
presence of children. Surely, if the vision of the uplifted hands of
chilhood does not inspire a student to devote more earnestly his
energies, he is hardened beyond the hope of redemption. From the
beginning the teacher-student is working, not for the hope of social
or financial reward, but for light to take to children. This produces
longer hours of work, certain fidelity to work, a definite eagerness
for knowledge to carry back to others.
No class of students in America has higher moral standards or
lives up to them more thoroughly. They are more responsive to the
higher appeals of spirituality and personality. When they enter the
campus where the teachers of the nation are prepared, they absorb
the moral and religious atmosphere so that very rarely will an irre
ligious or an immoral student graduate from a teachers college in
this country. This is the explanation of the tremendous influence
the teachers colleges are having upon the creation of good citizenship
in this republic. Surely, if they do no more than this, they are well
worth the investment and well worthy of the commendation of good
men everywhere.
DEMOCRACY
The one supreme test applied for any institution which has a
right to exist in these United States is that of democracy. The
teachers colleges have not failed the republic at this strategic angle,
for they are par excellence the democratic institutions of learning
in the United States. The non-democratic teacher has no permanent
abiding place in the normal school. Students in these schools live
to serve all the people from whom they come and to whom they
return, to offer themselves for the good of their country in the pre
paration of citizenship. Nothing else counts in this land when dem-
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ocracy is lost. So long as this country hopes to survive and prosper
in the struggle of the enlightened nations, so long must every insti
tution be shot through and through with this vital principle. Dem
ocracy, then, must dictate the platforms of our political parties, order
the tenets of our social structure, prescribe the creeds of our sacred
religion, and permeate the fibers of all of our educational institutions.
When I observe the devotion of students in teachers colleges to
the ideal of democracy and the advantageous use to which they apply
it in their post-school careers, often at tremendous social, physical, and
financial sacrifice, I renew my allegiance to it and my gratitude to
them.
The lights of learning at the institutions that promote the
teaching of the youth of the masses of our population must not grow
dim because of our present economic depression. In darker times
than these, in eras with far less wealth, the distribution of knowl
edge has gone steadily onward and outward to humankind. We shall
help the teachers to keep these lights burning for the children so
long as there is strength within us so to do.
Mr. President, I bring to you the greetings of my fellow-crafts
men with sincere esteem and regard for you and your achievements,
coupled with all good wishes for a happy future for this institution
and yourself.
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GREETINGS FROM GOVERNOR B. M. MILLER, Chairman,
State Board of Education
Montgomery, Alabama,
August 10, 1934.
DR. C. W. DAUGETTE, PRESIDENT
JACKSONVILLE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
HAD HOPED TO BE WITH YOU TODAY STOP STATE MAT
TERS THAT REQUIRE MY ATTENTION MAKE IT NECESSARY
FOR ME TO REMAIN HERE STOP I REGRET THIS STOP
PLEASE CONVEY MY GREETINGS AND FELICITATIONS ON
THIS OCCASION STOP YOU AND JACKSONVILLE STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE ARE DOING A GREAT WORK STOP YOU
ARE BUILDING CHARACTER INTO LIFE STOP MY HEARTIEST
CONGRATULATIONS
B. M. MILLER, GOVERNOR.

GREETINGS FROM HONORABLE BIBB GRAVES,
Incoming Governor
Montgomery, Alabama,
August 10, 1934.
DR. C, W. DAUGETTE, PRESIDENT
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
MRS. GRAVES AND I WANT TO EXPRESS TO YOU AND
THROUGH YOU TO THE ASSEMBLED INTERESTED PARTIES
OUR VERY GREAT REGRETS BECAUSE OF OUR INABILITY
TO BE PRESENT AND TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SEMICENTENIAL CELEBRATION OF THE STATE TEACHERS COL
LEGE. OUR INTEREST AND OUR HEARTS ARE WITH YOU
AND WE WOULD BE THERE IN PERSON BUT FOR UNAVOID
ABLE CIRCUMSTANCES.
BIBB GRAVES
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ALABAMA
The
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
and the
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
to the
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
at Jacksonville
Greetings:
The State Board of Education and the State Department of
Education of Alabama extend greetings, congratulations, and best
wishes to the President and Faculty, to the Alumni and Students,
to the Friends of the
JACKSONVILLE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
on the celebration of the semi-centennial of its founding.
For fifty years, under the wise leadership of the able men
and women who have guided its course, the College has lighted the
way to knowledge, power and service. It has made material contri
butions to the intellectual, social and economic life of our people.
It has played a prominent part in the promotion of public educa
tion in Alabama, especially in the field of teacher training.
It is the confident hope of the Board and the Department that,
under the providence of God, the College may continue to grow in
influence, usefulness and prestige throughout the years to come.
A. F. HARMAN,
State Superintendent o f Education,
Executive Office of State Board of
Education.
SEAL
Montgomery, Alabama,
August 10, 1934.

Weatherly Hall
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GREETINGS FROM ASSOCIATIONS
GREETINGS FROM THE ALABAMA EDUCATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, Dr. Daugette, Ladies and Gentlemen:
On behalf of the Alabama Education Association I bring you
greetings. It gives me great pleasure to represent the greatest or
ganization in Alabama, both in number and service. There are over
fifteen thousand teachers training over six hundred thousand boys
and girls in Alabama.
This is an age of great regimentation. Forces are organizing
throughout the nation. Why should not teachers organize? We
have organized, and for the past decade we have become a militant
organization. We have made ourselves felt in executive, legislative,
and judicial branches of our government.
We have not won all our battles, neither have we lost faith or
hope in our objectives.
This year is a most momentous year in Alabama education. In
January our legislature meets. To derive the most benefits for our
children and the children of Alabama, it is imperative that every
teacher in Alabama join the Alabama Education Association and
rededicate himself to the youth of Alabama.
Dr. Daugette, we congratulate you and this institution for the
fine work you have accomplished the past fifty years. You have
been a leader in turning out teachers with the proper professional
attitude. The Alabama Education Association is expecting you and
your institution to continue this leadership in the future.
MONTE C. SANDLIN,
First Vice-President,
Alabama Education Association.
August 10, 1934.
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GREETINGS FROM THE ASSOCIATION OF ALABAMA
COLLEGES
GUY E. SNAVELY, Past President
On behalf of the Association of Alabama Colleges, and especially
in the name of its present president, Dean P. P. Burns of Howard
College, it gives me particular pleasure as former president of the
Association to bring its greetings on this happy and auspicious
celebration of the Semi-Centenial of the founding of the Jacksonville
State Teachers College.
The first fifty years in the life of an educational institution are
crucial ones. The founders and their successors of the teachers’
college here at Jacksonville have wrought well.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Jacksonville, Alabama
Mr. President and distinguished members of the faculty of the Jack
sonville State Teachers College:
From your thousands of Alumni over this state and nation, I
bring you greetings— greetings laden with love, adoration, and ad
miration— greetings that carry congratulation for your past accom
plishments and sincere wishes for continued success in the future.
It is with great pleasure that we walk over this beautiful campus
and see the many fine buildings which some never dreamed would
grace this fair countryside. They make us prouder than ever of this
great college that compares most favorably with any in the South.
Realizing the many almost insurmountable obstacles which you have
conquered in your endeavor to place this college on the pedestal
where it now rests, we feel that the administration and members
of its faculty are men of wisdom, patience, and determination.
I feel that many of us have been slack in our past duties as
members of the alumni association. May we never be so again.
On this great occasion in behalf of the alumni of Jacksonville
State Teachers College, I wish to repledge our support for our Alma
Mater, and wish for it continued constructive growth, which we know
it will have and so rightly deserve.
C. W. DAUGETTE, Jr.,
President Alumni Association
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ALABAMA CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Montgomery, Ala.
Greetings—Jacksonville State Teachers College.
As president of the Alabama Congress of Parents and Teachers,
I feel that it is a great privilege to have been invited here today.
Dr. Daugette in his invitation said, “ In addition to the colleges, we
plan to have greetings from all our professional organizations, yours
being one of great importance.” This is an eventful day in the his
tory of the Alabama Congress of Parents and Teachers to be recog
nized as one of the important educational groups of the state, and
I want to assure Dr. Daugette that we appreciate very much the
opportunity that he has given us to have a representative at this
great gathering.
The program of the Alabama Congress of Parents and Teachers
is a three-fold one: Parent education, training parents to be better
parents, interpreting the school program to the people, arousing
the desire for better schools and better teachers, and creating the
demand for the adequate support of public education from lowest
grade through college and university.
We feel that the teacher-training schools have a very definite
place on our program. If our organization is of educational value,
surely those who are coming to this and other colleges for training
in educational work should be made familiar with eur objects, prin
ciples and activities. The great need in P. T. A. work is for lead
ership. Where could we look for a richer source for this leadership
than to the teachers colleges, which are preparing their students to
go out as leaders of communities ?
We hope the college will find it possible to offer short courses
in parent education and invite the parents of the state to attend.
They should have someone on their faculty qualified to give a course
on P. T. A. work. The larger colleges of the country are doing
this. Until it would be possible to have a member of the faculty
qualify for this work, we would be glad to cooperate and secure
a state or national worker to conduct these courses. So far in Ala
bama we have had only two courses, one last winter at Florence for
the pupils and another this summer at the University on leadership
for parents and teachers.
In closing I wish to extend to the Jacksonville State Teachers
College the best wishes of my organization for a continued life of
usefulness.
August 10, 1934.

MRS. JAMES FITTS HILL, President.
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GREETINGS FROM HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS’
ASSOCIATION
F. M. COOK, President.

Mr. Chairman, Dr. Daugette,
and Friends of the Teachers College:
The high-school principals of Alabama offer their felicitations
and congratulations to this great college on this triumphant day in
its history. For fifty years she has stood, a veritable lighthouse,
guiding Alabama’s ship of educational progress away from the
treacherous rocks of ignorance and illiteracy, toward the harbor of
light and freedom.
By sending competent, well-trained men and women to labor at
the gigantic task ever facing us as a profession, she has stamped
her indelible imprint upon the social, educational, and spiritual life
of this great state.
May her light shine on throughout the years to come, undimmed
by prejudice or impure motive; and may she ever remain true to the
lofty ideal she has cherished for half a century—that of the diffusion
of light and knowledge, making beautiful the dark places.

Birmingham, Ala., August 9, 1934.

Dr. C. W. Daugette, President,
State Teachers College, Jacksonville, Ala.
Greetings and best wishes to you and the State Teachers College
on this eventful day from Department of Elementary Principals of
the A. E. A. Regret very much I cannot be present. I find it
necessary to make an important business trip tonight.
G. G. FORD, President,
Department Elementary Principals of Alabama.
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G R E E T I N G S
From
THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES
AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
To
THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT JACKSONVILLE, ALA.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
sends its cordial best wishes and congratulations to the Faculty and
Trustees of the State Teachers College at Jacksonville, Alabama,
upon this, the occasion of the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary
of that institution’s honored career in the high cause of education.
GUY E. SNAVELY,
Representative o f Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
President of Birmingham-Southern College.
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GREETINGS FROM INSTITUTIONS
A L A B A M A

University, Alabama

UNIVERSITAS ALABAMENSIS
COLLEGIO PUBLICO PRAECEPTORUM IN JACKSONVILLE

Salutem
Uuniversitas Alabamensis Praesidi et Preceptoribus Collegi
Publici Praeceptorum in Jacksonville quinquaginta
annos completos historiae fortunatae, tempus
longum et grave offici praeclari pro cultu
gratulatur.
Propter ea Universitas Alabamensis Doctorem Henry
Clifton Pannell, Praeceptorem Socium Cultus,
deligit qui optationes maximas pro fortuna diuturna Collegi Publici Prae
ceptorum in Jacksonville, ferat.
GEORGE H. DENNY, Praeses.
Datum die quarto ante Idus Augustales,
Anno Domini millesimo nongentesimo
tricesimo quarto.
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ALABAMA COLLEGE
The State College for Women
Office of Dean
MONTEVALLO, ALABAMA

GREETINGS FROM ALABAMA COLLEGE
Mr. Chairman, Dr. Daugette, Ladies and Gentlemen:
On behalf of President Carmichael, the officers, the faculty,
and the alumnae of Alabama College, I bring greetings to the Jack
sonville State Teachers College on this auspicious occasion, the cele
bration of the Semi-Centennial.
We congratulate you, Dr. Daugette, your officers, and faculty on
the growth and development of this institution under the present
administration. You have been able to preserve its early traditions,
to conserve its later accomplishments, and to unify the whole into
a great school.
I might be justified in saying at this time that during this
period of fifty years the school has passed through its adolescence
and has reached maturity. It has served the state faithfully and
well, and as we come together for this celebration we are justified
in believing that it will render even greater service during the fifty
years ahead of us.
Mr. Daugette, on behalf of Alabama College, I pledge you and
the other institutions of the state our full cooperation in an effort
to build a greater Alabama.
T. H. NAPIER, Dean.
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ALABAMA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Auburn, Alabama

August 9, 1934.

Dr. C. W. Daugette, President,
State Teachers College,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
My dear Dr. Daugette:
To an educational institution which has served efficiently, ef
fectively, and with distinction during the last half century, the
Board of Trustees, the faculty, and the students of the Alabama
Polytechnic Institute extend greetings and congratulations.
The State Teachers College of Jacksonville, Alabama, of which
you are the distinguished head, has an enviable record. You have
served with great distinction, and the same is true of those who have
attended the Jacksonville State Teachers College. Trained and in
spired by you and your splendid faculty, they have wrought well as
teachers, in which capacity they have magnified and multiplied the
values of the services rendered by this great institution.
You are a major portion of the entire educational system in
Alabama. It has been a pleasure for the Alabama Polytechnic In
stitute to cooperate with you in the past, and we assure you it will
be equally as pleasant for us to cooperate with you in the future.
Faithfully yours,
P. O. DAVIS,
Executive Secretary.

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
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GREETINGS FROM BIRMINGHAM-SOUTHERN COLLEGE
August 10, 1934.
Birmingham-Southern College delights to bring greetings to
its sister institution, The Jacksonville State Teachers College, on this
most auspicious occasion. The trustees, faculty, and alumni of Bir
mingham-Southern College offer congratulations on the wonderful
record achieved during the first fifty years of its existence. We
congratulate especially Dr. Daugette on the success of his efforts
as President. Our best wishes for the continued success of the
college.
GUY E. SNAVELY, Jr.
GES/r

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Troy, Alabama
President Daugette, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is an unusual pleasure for me to speak to you on this occas
ion, due largely to the fact that I was an admiring school mate of the
President of this useful Institution. I learned to look to Dr. Daugette
as an older ( ? ) brother, for he embodied all those splendid qualifi
cations found in a typical individual of this office.
In bringing greetings from a sister college, I am mindful of the
record that has been made by this College under Dr. Daugette’ s wise
guidance. Jacksonville Teachers College has for fifty years been an
asset o f the State and a pride of this section.
This little City has made a name for itself by the reflected
glory of his Institution. Jacksonville’s effulgent light illuminates
all that it blesses, and so in Alabama Jacksonville is a symonyn of
usefulness and culture. Many o f the great teachers in Alabama and
adjoining states received their education and inspiration on these
hills, that stands as a beacon light to coming generations. We can
hardly think of a field of service that is fraught with better possi
bilities for constructive service to the whole state.
Dr. Daugette, to you and your successful faculty I can but wish
for a contiuuation of the progress and example of your splendid
Institution.
M. D. PACE, Dean.
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HOWARD COLLEGE
Birmingham, Alabama

Mr. Chairman, President Daugette, and friends of
Jacksonville State Teachers College:
It gives me a peculiar pleasure to bring greetings and congratu
lations from Howard College, her President, Faculty, Trustees, Stu
dent Body, and Alumni— and I think I am not assuming too much
when I include the three hundred and fifty thousand white Baptists
of Alabama— upon this your fiftieth anniversary. You have served
and are serving a great cause in a great state. You have been as
a beacon light in Alabama these past fifty years, and may you con
tinue to prosper and render even a greater service in the future
than you have in the past. Howard College, an institution nearly a
hundred years old, wishes everything good for your great College
here in Jacksonville. So may I say good luck to you, President
Daugette, good luck to your crew.
T. R. EAGLES,
Vice-President.

WOMANS COLLEGE OF ALABAMA
(Huntingdon College)
Montgomery, Ala., August 10, 1934.
Dr. C. W. Daugette,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Greatly regret my absence. This institution sends hearty greet
ing and felicitation on the occasion of your Semi-centennial celebra
tion.
WALTER D. AGNEW.

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
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JUDSON COLLEGE
Marion, Alabama
Greetings from Judson College
to Jacksonville State Teachers College:
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Daugette: In behalf of Judson College I
wish to congratulate Jacksonville State Teachers College for the
part it has taken particularly in improving the standards of publicschool education in Alabama. By splendid teacher training, Jack
sonville has made splendid public school work possible. This founda
tion has been largely responsible for all educational advance in Ala
bama. Therefore, at her fiftieth anniversary, Jacksonville deserves
not only congratulations, but the thanks of every one in the state
who is interested in leading Alabama forward.
Mr. Daugette, we congratulate and thank you.
ROBERT M. WALLACE.

GREETINGS FROM PRESIDENT SPRIGHT DOWELL
Mercer University, Macon, Georgia.
Macon, Ga., August 9, 1934.
Dr. C. W. Daugette, President,
State Teachers College, Jacksonville, Ala.
Heartiest congratulations to your historic institution and its
honored President on the occasion of the observance of the semi
centennial exercises. Such a remarkable record of achievement merits
the lasting gratitude and the liberal support of Alabama and all
Alabamians and bespeaks an ever advancing career of noble and en
abling service. Deeply regret pressing official duty prevents paying
tribute in person.
SPRIGHT DOWELL.
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STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Florence, Alabama

Greetings from the State Teachers College, Florence, Alabama,
To the President, Faculty, and Students of
Jacksonville State Teachers College.
On behalf of the faculty and the student body at Florence we
greet you today and rejoice with you on this happy occasion. Fifty
years is a long period in the life of a man. It is a short but highly
important period in the life o f a college.
During these fifty years many thousands of men and women
have passed by this way and have been led into a life of higher use
fulness for themselves, for humanity, and for the God who made
us all.
When this college was established fifty years ago, many people
there were who honestly believed that all good teachers were born,
not made. True the innate qualities must be born in the teachers,
but they must be developed in a teachers college or like institution,
or they will be developed through trial and error at public expense
and at the expense of the children on whom they practice and on
whom they learn. Even to this day there are those who believe
that any one can teach well whatever he knows without being taught
how to teach it.
The most exasperating die-hards in the educational field are
those who still speak of scholarship VERSUS methods taught in
teachers colleges as if graduates of the teachers colleges were not,
on the average, far more accurate in scholarship than the product
of most other colleges.
The Teachers College which I have the honor to represent be
gan its work sixty-two years ago, when there was not in all the
Southern States any institution devoted wholly to the preparation
of teachers for the public schools. It is, therefore, the eldest in
the sisterhood of teachers colleges throughout the South as well as
in the State of Alabama.
That college congratulates the college at Jacksonville on its
fine record and noble service and bespeaks for it in the next fifty
years a record even more glorious than the past.
HENRY WILLINGHAM, President.

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
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STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Livingston, Alabama

August 10, 1934.
President Daugette:
I am pleased to bring greetings from a sister institution, the
State Teachers College at Livingston, greetings from our faculty
and especially from your good friend, President G. W. Brock. We
congratulate you on the great success the Jacksonville State Teachers
College has enjoyed and on its long record of achievement. It
means much to any institution to have so long and so successful a
past as this institution has had. We wish for you greater success
during the next fifty years than you have enjoyed during the past
and hope that many of these years may be under your able guidance.
T. K. SISK, Dean,
Livingston State Teachers College.
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A FEW TYPICAL PERSONAL GREETINGS

PACIFIC MILITARY ACADEMY
Culver City, California

August 3, 1934.

State Teachers College,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Wishing you a very, very happy birthday, I remain a thankful
graduate.
FRED W. BURNHAM.

Monroeville, Ala., August 10, 1934.
Dr. C. W. Daugette,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Monroe County is proud of her son and his great institution.
May you be spared to serve many years yet.
MURDOCK McCORVEY FOUNTAIN.
Probate Judge Monroe County.

Talladega, Ala., August 10, 1934.
Dr. C. W. Daugette,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Best wishes for big day.

Sorry we cannot be there.

RUTH, NANNIE, CAROLYN NICKERSON.

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
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SOME LETTERS OF CONGRATULATION

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Livingston, Alabama

August 14, 1934.

President C. W. Daugette,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Dear Sir:
That was a great show you pulled off the other day, and I am
really proud of you. Dr. Sisk was delighted with everything in
Jacksonville and reported that the occasion was great. Matlock gave
me a glowing report and said it was a credit to your institution.
You not only did a great piece of work for your institution, but
you added strength to the four teachers colleges. The celebration
was a success, and you planned it on a big scale. I congratulate you.
With high regards, I am
Yours very truly,
G. W. BROCK, President.
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MERCER UNIVERSITY
Macon, Georgia
August 9, 1934
Dr. C. W. Daugette, President,
State Teachers College,
Jacksonville, Ala.
Dear Dr. Daugette:
I am wiring you by night letter, as follows:
“ Heartiest congratulations to your historic institution and its
honored President on the occasion of the observance of the SemiCentennial exercises. Such a remarkable record of achievement mer
its the lasting gratitude and the liberal support of Alabama and
Alabamians, and bespeaks an ever advancing career o f noble and en
nobling service. Deeply regret pressing official duty prevents pay
ing tribute in person.”
I had looked forward with peculiar pleasure to the rare privilege
of geeting back on Alabama soil, of meeting old friends and of doing
honor, in so far as my attendance might imply, to you and the great
institution which is in large measure the personification of your own
life and ideals. Unfortunately for me, I am denied the privilege due
to the pressure of work that requires my active efforts to the extent
of my capacity.
Hoping that the occasion may measure up to your high standard
of excellence, and with the best of good wishes always, I am
Sincerely and cordially,
SPRIGHT DOWELL, President.

Forney Hall

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
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Alabama City, Alabama,
August 13, 1934.

Dr. C. W. Daugette,
State Teachers College,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
My dear Dr. Daugette:
Last Friday’s Celebration, to me, could not have been improved
The program was vitalizing from the beginning to the end.
I am for you and for the State Teachers College of which you
are president. I am your friend.
upon.

Sincerely,
GEORGE W. FLOYD.

HOUSTON CO LE LIBRARY
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY
JACKSONVILLE, AL 30868-1602
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PUBLISHING HOUSE
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, SOUTH
Cokesbury Press

810 Broadway
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
August 16, 1934

Dr. C. W. Daugette,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
My dear Friend:
It certainly gave me very much pleasure to be able to attend
the Semi-Centennial Celebration of my Alma Mater, and I shall al
ways look back with great pleasure upon this delightful occasion.
It was delightful to meet up with many friends of the long-ago
and to make some new acquaintances.
I desire to express my appreciation of the courtesies that you
and Miss Annie extended to my sister and me while we were in your
midst.
When I think of the labor involved in planning a celebration
such as we had there, I am simply amazed at the perfect regularity
with which everything was executed. You certainly deserve a vote
of thanks from everybody who was present on the historic occasion.
Please remember me most sincerely to your charming wife and
also tc your efficient son.
Yours cordially,
CURTIS B. HALEY.
Associate Editor.
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UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
University, Alabama

August 18, 1934.

Dr. C. W. Daugette, President
State Teachers College,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Dear Dr. Daugette:
This is the first time I have been in the office since I had the
pleasure of being at the Semi-Centennial at Jacksonville, and I want
to take this opportunity to congratulate you and your co-workers
on the success of your celebration. I am very sorry that I did not
have the opportunity of spending the entire day at Jacksonville;
we had an engagement with a gentleman from Atlanta to go over
the work at the Alabama School of Trades, Gadsden, but I was
fortunate enough to get back to Jacksonville to see the latter part
of the pageant and meet some of the folks who were there. I did
not get to see you because during the time that I was able to be
there you were busy with other visitors; however, I did get close
enough to see you on the front line with Dr. Abercrombie, Dr. Har
mon, and others, and I think I noticed a touch of satisfaction in
your smile, which, I believe, was thoroughly justified. I feel that
Jacksonville had good reasons to feel proud of the excellent SemiCentennial Celebration which you and your associates carried out so
successfully that day.
With kindest regards and best wishes for continued success of
the Teachers College, I am
Yours very truly,
BEN E. HARRIS,
Assistant State Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education.
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THOMAS W. MARTIN
Birmingham, Alabama

Dr. C. W. Daugette, President,
Jacksonville State Teachers College,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Dear Doctor Daugette:
Mrs. Martin and I had the pleasure of going with Doctor and
Mrs. Payne to the Semi-Centennial exercises at your college on
last Thursday, the 9th. The addresses and other feaures of the
ceremony were most interesting and gave me the opportunity I had
long wanted of knowing more about the work of a Teachers College.
I came away with a distinct feeling that they have an important
and permanent place in our educational system, and that you have
done a great work in the forty odd years you have presided over
the Jacksonville college.
I am,
Very sincerely,
THOMAS W. MARTIN.
August 17, 1934.

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
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UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
University, Alabama

August 14, 1934.

Dr. C. W. Daugette, President,
State Teachers College,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Dear Mr. Daugette:
This note is to say to you again that I thoroughly enjoyed the
day of your Semi-Centennial Celebration last week. It was much
like going back to the institution which has probably seemed more
like home to me than any other. I was delighted to see the many
evidences of growth and progress in the institution since my connec
tion with it a few years ago.
I wish also to congratulate you upon the forty years of service
which you have given that institution and on the wonderful success
which has attended that service. I am sure that you can look back
upon that period of service with a pardonable degree of satisfaction.
Again thanking you for the many courtesies shown me during
the day and assuring you of my high personal regards, I am
Yours sincerely,
H. C. PANNELL, Supervisor
Teacher Training.
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STATE OF ALABAMA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Montgomery
August 17, 1934

Dr. C. W. Daugette,
State Teachers College,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Dear Dr. Daugette:
Your semi-centennial celebration was a beautiful occasion, and
I enjoyed my day at your school. The whole program was delightful,
and there were many features which I thought were unusually good.
Dr. Payne’s talk stands out in my mind as being unusually well suited
to the occasion.
Your entire staff is certainly to be commended for the good piece
of work which they did in staging the beautiful pageant and in
making the entire day pleasant for the great crowd of visitors.
Everybody was courteous and cordial, making us feel very much at
home and at the same time perfectly free to enjoy ourselves. I
want to thank you and all the others for a happy experience.
Sincerely yours,
NORMA SMITH,
Supervisor of Elementary Education.

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
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STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Troy, Alabama
August 21, 1934

Dr. C. W. Daugette,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
Dear Dr. Daugette:
I have been intending to write you several days and express to
you the great pleasure we had in visiting your school during your
great celebration. During the rush of commencement in our own
school, I have just found the time now to drop you a line.
I want to congratulate you upon the splendid exercises which
you provided, and also to thank you for the many courtesies which
you extended to us during our short stay with you. You were possibly
too close to the whole situation to get a good estimate of its suc
cess, so as one who was standing apart, I want to say to you that
I believe that it was one of the most gorgeous occasions in every
respect that Alabama has ever had.
With highest regards to yourself and your faculty, and with
best wishes for the continuation of such glory, I am
Yours very truly,
EDGAR M. WRIGHT.
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HISTORICAL

PAGEANT

Jacksonville State Teachers College

P R O L O G U E
The Heralds announce the arrival of Miss Jacksonville. Miss Jack
sonville enters, preceded by the Guards of Honor and followed
by her attendants— Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
college girls. Address of welcome— by Miss Jacksonville.
“ Friends, citizens of Jacksonville, and of the State of Alabama:
In the name of Jacksonville State Teachers College and in honor of
our celebration of this afternoon, Miss Jacksonville bids you all a
most cordial welcome. She welcomes you to this institution, to its
hospitality, and to its noble and sacred traditions. She is glad you
are here to celebrate the heroic and educational development of Jack
sonville While you are present she wishes to remind you with a brief
pageant of some of the things that make her schools and college
interesting and unique in history.
“ Again she bids you welcome to the sacred precincts of this in
stitution, to this historic hill, and to this Educational Pageant of
Jacksonville.”
Miss Alabama, attended by her court, arrives and is greeted by
Miss Jacksonville:
“ Welcome! Welcome! Alabama, and you, her daughters, fair
Alabama, welcome to Jacksonville and to this Educational Pageant.”
In the name of these sixteen counties, Miss Alabama acknowl
edges Miss Jacksonville’s words of welcome. She says that she and
her lovely attendants are happy this afternoon to receive a welcome
to this gathering in remembrance and honor of those worthy men
and women who here began a march of educational progress, the direc
tion of which has been forward. May “ Forward” ever be your
watchword.
Miss Jacksonville and Miss Alabama, together with their attend
ants, are escorted by the Guard of Honor to the Court of Honor,
from which they will review the pageant in state.
Pageant Master, Recorder of all deeds, steadily pressing for
ward, the stark old man— Father Time.
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INTERLUDE ONE
Prophecy:

Father Time say.:
“ I came, I know not whence,
I go, I know not whither'
Eye of things created never upon my coming looked,
Nor shall it see my passing.
First and last of all things I,
For I am time.”
EPISODE ONE

When this land was first explored it was inhabited by the Red
Man. Where they came from in the beginning, how long they dwelt
in North America, what peoples they replaced are matters of much
dispute. In a spacious and fruitful valley, sheltered by the high
hills of Northeastern Alabama, Trader Green, first white man to
settle among and make friends with the Indians, has established a
small, roughly built, but satisfactory cabin known far and wide
among the copper-colored natives as “ Green’s Trading Post.” Not
many yards away—near crystal springs nestles the Indian camp
of Ladiga, mightiest chieftain of the Cherokees, and his beautiful
daughter, the Princess Satoah. Through kindness, generosity, and
“ square shootin” Trader Green has won the confidence and love of
the Indians. Various tribes have made the “ Trading Post” their
headquarters—here the skins of wild animals are exchanged for the
common necessiteis of frontier life; here the Indians come for their
tobacco and “ fire-water” . Other than Trader Green the Indians of
Ladiga’s tribe have seen few white men. To them he ever remains
the White Father. Today as Chief Ladiga and the worthy Trader
Green talk and smoke the peace-pipe before the door of the “ Trading
Post” , the rumble and creaks of wagons, and the indistinct rumble
of voices are heard in the distance. As the noises grow louder,
Ladiga and Green cease talking and gaze into each other’s faces—
puzzled by the thunder-like sounds in the east. Ladiga moves first.
He saunters out to the rugged, rock-strewn road that fringes the
yard of the “ Post” , gazes huntingly—motions to Green, who has, up
to now, peacefully smoked his pipe, and the latter slowly joins him
in the road. Together they view the approach of the caravan. Quick
ly, as if out of nowhere, a man on horseback dashes up, dismounts,
and rushes to greet Green, the first white man he has seen since they
left the Carolinas. Green, too, is delighted to have a white visitor.
Then the stranger announces himself and his companions. He is
James Crow, and in the wagons that follow are the Grant, Wood
ward, Crow, Harris, and Scott families, all traveling together in
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search of an ideal place to settle. Green introduces Crow to Ladiga,
who gives him the sign of peace. Meantime, other Indians, including
Princess Satoah, attracted by the approaching noises, come out of
their wigwams and stare blankly into the faces of the newly arrived.
The wagons draw nearer, and, as the group talk, arrive, and come
to a halt in front of the “ Trading Post.”
Little Indians, warriors, and squaws with their papooses come
out to see the strange sight. The occupants of the wagons dismount,
greet Trader Green, and jubilantly express their delight in meeting
a white man in these Indian hills. Green beckons to Ladiga, who
greets the settlers in most friendly terms.
Grouped about the “ Post” in a semi-circle, the men tell Green
and Ladiga their plans; they want to settle, to build a town, homes,
stores, and churches. Crow, Grant, and Woodward express their
opinions. Green gesticulates, explaining the excellence of the water,
the abundance of game in the forest, the fertility of the soil, and
the general beauty of the locality. Scott asks doubtfully about the
Indians: Are they warlike? To this Ladiga replies in broken Eng
lish that the red man will not harm the white man. His desire is
for peace. In the meantime, the younger Indians rush and romp
about, looking at the strange wagons, pulling at the skirts of the
white ladies. Satoah, the gracious princess, welcomes the ladies
with eagerness.
As the conversation of the men becomes enthusiastic, Mrs. Crow
interrupts to say that she will not consider settling here unless
there can be a school for her children. Education, she explains, must
go hand in hand with religion; churches and schools must follow
immediately the erection of their crude cabins. The men, upon hear
ing this statement, nod in acceptance of the idea. They will, they
say, build a schoolhouse as soon as their homes are completed. The
women express their joy, and these settlers decide they have reached
their destination.
Drivers mount the wagons and drive the horses away. The
women follow Satoah into the wigwams, and the men, with Chief
Ladiga and worthy Trader Green, start out in search of a suitable
spot for their homes and their schools.
INTERLUDE TWO
Prophecy of Father Time:
“ The Pioneers first built their humble cabins
From forest logs hewn with simple tools,
And next they followed education’s guidance
And for their children built Alabama’s schools.”
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INTERLUDE THREE
An Early School in Jacksonville
Alabama’s educational history begins with Governor Bienville’s
efforts to set up a school in “ Old Mobile.” Despite his efforts,
neither the French nor the Spanish nor the English succeeded in set
ting up a school on Alabama soil. All evidence attests the illiteracy
of colonists during the period of foreign domination.
The first school in Jacksonville was taught soon after the Crows,
Scotts, Woodwards, Grants, Hokes, Harrises, Abernathys, Forneys,
and other families prominent in Jacksonville history had settled
here. This “ Blab school” functioned in a rude cabin with furniture
to match. Within its log walls, seated upon “ puncheon” benches,
Jacksonville’s first “ pupils” began to learn to read, write, and
“ cipher.”
INTERLUDE TWO
Scene From Pioneer School
Children, holding quill pens, slates, and pencils, are seated on
split seats. One child is reciting ABC’s. Several are singing the
multiplication tables. Several are singing Ab— eb— ob— ub.
The teacher calls spelling class. Others continue to study
aloud. School master begins “ giving out words” from a Blue Back
Speller. Finally he gives out “ geography.” One little fellow calls
out, “ Geography. I say geography. My brother Solomon calls that
‘gogaphy’ ” .
The teacher reaches over with a switch to punish “ back talk” .
Boy runs out; others spell on.
Finally, the teacher bangs on his desk with a stick, and the
children rush out pell mell.
They play “ London Bridge is Falling Down” for a few minutes.
The school master reprimands them and calls “ Books.”
The children return to their seats and resume drawing lessons
aloud. The school master again bangs on his desk. Children run
out, whooping, and scatter in all directions, calling gleefully, “ School’s
out.”
INTERLUDE FOUR
Academy Days
The Legislature of Mississippi Territory chartered two acade
mies, Washington Academy at St. Stephens, 1811, and Green Academ
y
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my, Huntsville, 1812. The chartering of these academies by the
Mississippi Legislature constitutes the first legislation on education
in what is now the State of Alabama. As early as 1837 “ Father
McAlpine” , a Presbyterian minister, had “ kept” school in Jackson
ville. By 1848 the cultured families of Jacksonville had established
two academies, the Jacksonville Male Academy, located on the site
where Hames Hall now stands, and the Female Academy on Church
Street, the site now occupied by the residence of Mrs. Julia Howle,
which thrived until 1871.
During these early days boys and girls were not allowed to re
ceive instructions in the same school. At times the same teachers
did teach in both schools. English, arithmetic, grammar, Latin, and
French were the principal subjects taught. Among the outstanding
teachers who helped during this period to establish an intense in
terest in education were Miss Clem Snow, Mrs. Persons, Col. John
H. Caldwell and his wife, Mrs. Mary D. Caldwell, father and mother
of Col. Ed Caldwell, an esteemed citizen of Jacksonville today.
Miss Carrie Woodward, who later became the wife of the Reverend
F. T. J. Brandon, and the mother of Ex-Governor William W. Brandon,
taught with Mrs. Caldwell in the Female Academy. Col. Lockett, a
West Point graduate, and Mr. S. Fouche were famous among Jack
sonville’s early teachers. Since there was little progress made in
the state at large with public-school education before 1854, the
academy remained the essential educational factor until after the
War Between the States. All the young men and women of the town
attended these schools. (In those days strangers in Jacksonville
were regarded as strangers until they proved themselves to be some
body.) Many of these academy boys and girls are numbered among
our beloved citizens of today. We are fortunate and happy to recog
nize in our audience today Miss Dora Crook, Miss Sally Hoke, Mr.
Ed Caldwell, Mrs. Nannie Linder Douthit, Mrs. Florence Hinds, Mrs.
Sue Frances Martin, Mrs. Mary A. Stevenson, and Mrs. Sue Hayden
Carpenter.
In 1871 the Male Academy was merged into the newly established
Calhoun College, while the Female Academy continued until the estab
lishment of the State Normal School in 1883.
EPISODE TWO
Organization of Calhoun College and Introduction
of First Faculty
The first session of Calhoun College began on August 28, 1871.
This opening was made possible by thirty-two progressive citizens
whose 216 shares of stock resulted in the incorporation of the Col
lege and the purchase of land, a building, and equipment. Among
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these subscribers were Thomas A. Walker, E. L. Woodward, Maj.
Peyton Rowan, William Henry Forney, Sam W. Crook, John H. Cald
well, H. L. Stevenson, John Nisbet, William M. Hames, Judge Wood,
and James Douthit.
The first trustees were General William Henry Forney, Presi
dent; E. L. Woodward, Thomas A. Walker, James Crook, Col. John
H. Caldwell, G. B. Douthit, Maj, Peyton Rowan, and William M. Hames,
Secretary. General Forney was made EX-OFFICIO President of the
College while S. Fouche and A. W. Richardson were elected as the
first professors.
Calhoun College continued until it was transferred to the Jackson
ville State Normal School in 1883.
Many men of distinction in the War Between the States had
received all or part of their early education in the Jacksonville Male
Academy. Among them were Generals William H. Forney, John T.
Morgan, and Hindman, Major Pelham, Col. Peter Forney, Col. H. L.
Stevenson, and Col. James B. Martin.
In the foreground the trustees are assembled in a meeting. Col.
Caldwell retires, returning soon, and introduces Professors Fouche
and Richardson.
INTERLUDE FIVE
Prophecy of Father Time
“ And then the need for teachers trained for service
Was felt so keenly that to meet this need,
The Jacksonville Normal was established
And set high standards for a teaching creed.
The Jacksonville Normal like the Phoenix famous
Expired to give the world a greater life,
And from the ashes of its noble bosom
The Jacksonville Normal rose to vanquish strife.”
TABLEAU ONE
Jacksonville Normal Created
When William F. Perry, a prominent teacher, was elected first
Superintendent of Education in Alabama by the Legislature of 1854,
he was impressed with the incompetency that prevailed among
public-school teachers. “ They were deplorably ignorant” , he said,
and stressed the necessity for normal schools to give them profes
sional training, as a “ consummation most devoutly to be wished.”
Superintendent Perry was denied substantial aid in training his
teachers, but strove with admirable courage and foresight to produce
among them a professional spirit and a desire for improvement.
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By 1880 teaching had not yet become a profession. Teachers
were generally lacking in professional spirit. It could be nothing
more than an avocation as long as the average pay for teachers out
o f the state funds averaged from $20.00 to $22.00 per month for
four months.
Between 1880 and 1900 teacher training was one of the most im
portant educational developments in the state. The need for train
ing teachers in the art of teaching was recognized by educators in
Alabama in ANTE-BELLUM days. This movement for normals,
which was terminated abruptly by the war, was revived during
Reconstruction. Florence State Normal was established in 1873, and
in 1883 two more teacher training institutions, Jacksonville and
Livingston, were provided for by the Legislature. Troy Normal
was established two years later. Accordingly, through the influence
of L. W. Grant, in the Senate, and J. D. Hammond, in the House, a
bill was passed in 1883 providing for the establishment of Jackson
ville State Normal School. Governor Edward A. O’Neil signed this
bill on February 22, 1883. The first annual appropriation for the
Normal was $2500.00. The Normal School Board elected James G.
Ryals, a University of Virginia graduate, as Normal School president,
who served from the time it opened in September, 1883, to 1885.
Other members of the first normal faculty were J. W. Borden, Math
ematics; Miss Eliza Bowen, English; and Mrs. Ida J. Woodward, Pri
mary Department.
EPISODE THREE
Calhoun College Transfers Property to
State Normal School
The career of Calhoun College terminated when the Normal
School was established by the Legislature of 1883. Accordingly,
Calhoun College transferred its property, consisting of twelve acres
of land and a small two-story brick building 62x62 feet with eight
rooms, to the State for the use of the Jacksonville Normal. The
committee of Calhoun College trustees, consisting of Thomas A.
Walker, chairman; G. B. Douthit and Peyton Rowan, presented
the deed and other papers to the State Normal Board of Trustees on
June 5, 1883. Capt. William M. Hames, President of the Board of
Trustees for the Normal, accepted the deed, etc. The other Normal
Trustees included L. W. Grant, John D. Hammond, William M. Nisbet,
James Crook, S. K. McSpadden, H. L. Stevenson, Capt. W. P. Howell,
and Mr. Alexander. Two hundred forty-seven students attended the
first year. For seventeen years the old Calhoun College building
was adequate.
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INTERLUDE SIX
First Graduating Class, 1886
The first year of work was completed in 1884, although no
students completed the course of study for graduation until 1886.
Professor J. Harris Chappel, who was President of the Jackson
ville State Normal School, and who was soon to become President
of the Girls’ Industrial School at Milledgeville, Georgia, delivers
diplomas to the class of 1886, the first graduating class, nine in
number. The members of this historic class are as follows: Mrs.
L. J. Bishop, Miss Fannie Crow, Mr. J. Flournoy Crook, Miss May
Cunningham, Mr. Jacob Forney, Mr. L. G. Hames, Miss Addie Ham
mond, Miss Willie Hutchinson, and Miss Nannie Williams.
This was indeed a happy occasion in the little town of Jackson
ville. The school for which her forward-looking citizens had worked
so hard to obtain was at last a tangible reality. It had trained
nine teachers for the schools of Alabama. The citizens of the town
and surrounding country-side manifested their pride by attending in
large numbers this, the first commencement of the State Normal
School.
INTERLUDE SEVEN
Early Physical Education
In the early days of teacher training, normal schools did not
offer a broad and liberal education to the teachers of the state. Nor
was the need for such education evident. Most people had little
leisure time, hence little if any time for wholesome out-door recrea
tional activities which had any carry-over value into life. Along
with a course of study including such subjects as higher mathemat
ics, physics, foreign languages, English, and normal studies, went
games like rooster fighting, crack the whip, shinny, anty over, hop
scotch, leap frog, and, finally, baseball, and Indian wrestle.
EPISODE FOUR
Calhoun County Gives Courthouse to
State Normal School
From its opening in 1883 the need of teacher training was stress
ed. During the administration of Presidents Ryals, Chappel, Gibson,
Jarrett, and Forney, the school had grown slowly. By 1900 the old
Calhoun College building was too small to house the Normal School
that was growing so rapidly. The enrollment had increased during
the year from eighty to 176. The courthouse at Jacksonville had
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been abandoned since the removal of the county seat from Jackson
ville to Anniston in 1899. Why couldn’t the Court of County Com
missioners make it possible for the Normal to use this building?
The Calhoun Court of County Commissioners of 1900 was made
up of the following commissioners: W. M. Whitesides, T. A. Smith,
L. M. Downing, and J. W. Chitwood, and was presided over by Judge
Emmett F. Crook. The youthful president of the Normal School,
C. W. Daugette, appeared before this Court and secured the trans
fer of the building to the State as property of the Jacksonville Nor
mal School.
The old Iron Hotel adjacent was rented and used as the first
dormitory for boarding students.
EPISODE FIVE
Laying Corner Stone of Hames Hall, 1908, and Removal
to Remodeled Building
In 1900 Superintendent John W. Abercrombie recommended
that all State Normal Schools receive the same amount of appro
priation from the State of Alabama for maintenance— $7500.00 This
recommendation was carried out by the Legislature during the first
administration of Governor William D. Jelks. During Governor Jelks’
second administration, the annual maintenance appropriation for
each of the Normal Schools was increased to $10,000.00, since there
had been consistent growth in numbers at all the schools and an
increasing demand for trained teachers.
In 1907, during the administration of Governor B. B. Comer,
with Superintendent H. C. Gunnels, this maintenance appropriation
was raised to $15,000.00 annually for each of the Normal Schools.
The enrollment at Jacksonville had increased from 176 to 608.
The Normal at Jacksonville had outgrown its quarters in the
spacious courthouse donated by the county, and in 1908 the City of
Jacksonville donated $10,000.00 for additions to old Calhoun College.
At that time Rad Wilkinson was Mayor; Gus Stewart, George
Rowan, Mr. Robbins, C. D. Martin, and Ed Caldwell were councilmen. The corner stone of the remodeled building was laid by H.
S. D. Mallory, Grand Master of the Masons of Alabama. The Normal
was moved from the old courthouse to this remodeled building in
1908, and it remained on this site until 1929. All the Normals con
tinued to grow. Jacksonville’s enrollment had increased to 677.
During the terms of H. J. Willingham, who resigned the superin
tendency in 1913 to become president of the Florence Normal, and
William F. Feagin, his successor, Governor Emmett O’Neal signed a
bill passed by the Legislature, incerasing the annual maintenance
appropriation to $20,000.00 for each of the four Normals. The Leg-
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islature during Governor O’Neil’s administration made the first ap
propriation for buildings to the Jacksonville Normal amounting to
$60,000.00, $15,000.00 of this to be applied on the debt for remodeling
old Calhoun College, and $45,000.00 for building and equipping a new
dormitory for women, known today as Florence Weatherly Hall. The
bill was presented to the House by C. D. Martin and Joe Arnold,
and Thomas E. Kilby introduced the bill in the Senate.
By 1915, when the total enrollment of the Jacksonville Normal
School had increased to 688, under the patriotic Superintendents,
WilliamF. Feagin and Spright Dowell, who succeeded him, and Govern
or Charles Henderson, the Legislature was brought face to face with
the needs of Jacksonville and the other Normals, and with the grow
ing demand for trained teachers. Governor Henderson signed a bill
increasing the maintnance appropriation to $25,000.00 annually for
each of the four schools.
INTERLUDE EIGHT
World-War Days
During the World War, President C. W. Daugette succeeded in
locating at Jacksonville a unit of the S. A. T. C., which prepared
206 of the patriotic boys enrolled here to become officers in the
army. After the war a company of Alabama National Guards was
organized here. In honor of those brave boys who trained for
service in the Great War, we now see Company H, the Jacksonville
unit of National Guard under the direction of Capt. C. W. Daugette,
Jr., who was one of the trainees though only fifteen years of age
at the time.
TABLEAU TWO
Governor Kilby Signing Appropriation Bill
In 1919 the total enrollment of the Jacksonville Normal School
had increased to 890 students. The training school, which had no
adequate facilities, was housed in the west end of what is now
Hames Hall. Fortunately for this institution, Governor Thomas E.
Kilby and his able co-worker, Superintendent John W. Abercrombie,
saw the needs of the Normal Schools and the need of trained teach
ers. As a result the Legislature presented a bill to Governor Kilby
for his signature providing for an increase in the annual mainten
ance fund to $40,000.00, along with a bill providing for a $30,000.00
appropriation for the erection of a training school, now known as the
Kilby Hall Training School. One of the most significant events
during the fifty years of this institution’s growth has been the com
pletion of a building program independent of state aid. This includes
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Forney Hall, dormitory for men, a $100,000.00 building financed and
built during Governor Kilby’s administration by President C. W.
Daugette without cost to the State of Alabama. A little later, by
the same efficient management, Kilby Hall Training School and the
gymnasium were more than doubled in size, and a wing was added
to Weatherly Hall without cost to the State.
TABLEAU THREE
Governor Brandon Holds Conference With Educators
In 1923 William W. Brandon held a conference in his office with
the presidents of the institutions of higher learning, consisting
of Drs. George H. Denny, Spright Dowell, O. C. Carmichael, H. J.
Willingham, E. M. Shackelford, G. W. Brock, and C. W. Daugette and
Superintendent John W. Abercrombie. At this meeting Governor
Brandon discussed the advisability of submitting to the people of
Alabama a plan already followed with success in some states for the
improvement of education. Governor Brandon proposed that a constitu
tional amendment setting aside four mills for the support of all
public education, including the normal schools, be submitted to the
people. Although the suggestion was accepted by the conference,
for some reason or other plans were proposed in the Legislature
which were not carried through.
INTERLUDE SIX
Father Time’s Prophecy
“ The call for higher training still resounding
The school no longer could remain the same.
The Jacksonville Normal grew in strength and beauty
Till soon the Jacksonville Teachers College it became.”
TABLEAU FOUR
Governor Graves Signing the Appropriation Bill
Governor Graves, Superintendent R. E. Tidwell, and the Legisla
ture made a lasting contribution to the educational interest of their
state when a bill was passed in 1927 raising the maintenance appro
priation to each of the four Normal Schools to $75,000.00 annually.
In that year the total enrollment in all departments of the Jack
sonville College had increased to 2278.
New occasions make new demands. The state-wide interest in
education led by Superintendent R. E. Tidwell caused an educational
survey to be made by Dr. Dressler of Peabody and Drs. Strayer and
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Englehard of Columbia University. Based on the report of this
committee, the Alabama Legislature appropriated to Jacksonville
for buildings and equipment $300,000.00 during the Graves adminis
tration. Out of this appropriation the High-School building of the
City of Jacksonville was transferred to the State Teachers College
for training-school purposes. Eighty acres of land was purchased,
and two buildings, Bibb Graves Hall and Daugette Hall, were built.
Teacher training has at last become a profession throughout the
world. Alabama has endeavored to keep pace with this world-wide
movement. Under the guidance of Superintendent R. E. Tidwell
and Governor Bibb Graves the State Board of Education resolved
in 1930 to change the two-year Normal Schools to four-year Teachers
Colleges with authority to grant the Bachelor of Science degree. A
greater field of service was offered Jacksonville and the other Teach
ers Colleges by this resolution.
TABLEAU FIVE
Income Tax and Warrant Amendment in Governor Miller’s
Administration
In 1931 when the shadow of the world-wide economic depression
began to fall heavily on Alabama’s most valuable asset, many forgot
that Alabama’s children of today are her citizens of tomorrow. Many
of Alabama’s leading citizens urged drastic retrenchment in educa
tional expenditures. Alabama’s children of today were actually
about to become the burnt offerings upon the altar of selfishness.
Our present Governor, Hon. B. M. Miller, proposed a plan which he
believed would save Alabama today, and at the same time build a
more enduring state for tomorrow. Alabama’s debt had to be paid,
and her schools must not close. It required more than two years of
Governor Miller’s conviction, courage, consistent reasoning, and able
leadership before the Legislature of Alabama was convinced that an
income tax would not lead the state to utter destruction. During
these dark days in Alabama’s educational history, Superintendent
A. F. Harman gave his most earnest support and wise leadership
to the cause of education and contributed largely toward securing
federal aid for schools. His efforts were ably and valiantly seconded
by the incoming State Superintendent of Education, J. A. Keller, the
then president of the Alabama Education Association. Finally, after
many violent arguments through three stormy sessions of the
Legislature, the income tax and warrant amendment for the pay
ment of debts of the state and the schools was presented to Gov
ernor Miller in 1933.
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INTERLUDE TEN
Father Time’s Prophecy
“ Now that the Book
And in the deeds of
Let us then turn to
And the wonders of

of Records is closed,
old reposed
our enlightened day
this age display.”

INTERLUDE ELEVEN
MODERN SCHOOL
The modern school must help to fit children for life in a chang
ing modern world, a world which they themselves will help to change.
This school, if it is to function, must provide situations in which
will be much freedom of choice, and activities which will develop in
itiative, resourcefulness, and dependability. Such a school and such
a program make it possible for the talents and abilities of each child
to find expression. The teacher, instead of being a stern dictator,
is an understanding guide and adviser.
This scene shows a work period of a group who are studying the
countries of Europe. During class discussion they have planned an
exhibit of work which they are doing. At a later class meeting they
will check on their list what they are doing now and plan further work
periods.
At the long table a boy is making a graph showing the impor
tance of Europe in the production of foodstuffs. Others at this table
are working on their parts of a product map of Europe, which is a
class project.
The pupils at the reference table are preparing reports on var
ious phases of their work. One little girl is drawing and coloring a
Dutch boy and girl in native costumes. Others drawings are on the
bulletin board. The children at the teacher’s desk are in Danish
costumes. The girl has just taken the last stitches in her cap. They
announce that the costumes are completed, and the other pupils
gather around to admire the costumes. It is suggested that they all
dance the Ace of Diamonds, a Danish folk dance, which they learned
in their physical education class. They ask the other sections of
their classes to join them in the dance.
Today Jacksonville State Teachers College with its seven col
lege buildings, covering more than 110 acres in the campus, offers to
its 2391 students in college, high school, training school, and exten
sion division representing forty-two counties, opportunities that rival
many better-supported schools in the country. Today Jacksonville
State Teachers College is a member of the American Association of
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Teachers Colleges with a rating of A and with no deficiency what
ever.* Graduates from this institution and from the other teachers
colleges of Alabama are accepted for graduate work without condition
at Peabody College, University of Chicago, University of Virginia,
University of Texas, Leland Stanford, and Columbia University. Jack
sonville State Teachers College, during its fifty years of life and ser
vice, has given instructions to 45,672 people, an average of more
than 913 students each year since it opened its doors in 1883.
The faculty has grown from four during the first year to thirtytwo today. The first faculty boasted only one member, President
Ryals, with a recognized degree, while the present faculty has one
member without a degree or its equivalent. One LL.D, seven PH.D’s,
fifteen Masters, and eight Bachelors, make up the degrees held by
the faculty of 1934.
Eighty-three percent of the work done at Jacksonville is done
to raise the standards of those teachers already in service. Only
seventeen percent is for boys and girls just entering the teaching
profession. The same is true of all the Teachers Colleges of Ala
bama. Large numbers of Jacksonville graduates have become coun
ty superintendents, city superintendents, high-school principlals, highschool teachers and public-school teachers.
Although the growth has been sure and steady all along, the
phenomenal decade was 1922-32 when the gain in enrolment was 22
percent as shown by the report of the Bookings Institute. The alumni
of Jacksonville have gone forward. Among their numbers are pro
minent educators, lawyers, doctors, statesmen, publishers, writers
ministers, and business men.
EPISODE SIX
Introduction of all departments, Clubs, and organizations
The Spirit of Education presents the following twelve college
departments now functioning at Jacksonville State Teachers Col
lege: The English Department consisting of four instructors, The
History Department, three, The Biology Department, two, The Edu
cation Department, five, The Psychology Department, one The French
Department, one, The Mathematics Department, one, The School and
Applied Art Department three, The High-School Department, seven,
The Physical Education Department, two, and the Extension Depart
ment. Besides the twelve departments there are twelve educational
organizations on the campus: The Morgan Literary Society The Cal
houn Literary Society, The Young Men’s Christian association, The

* See Page 70.
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Young Women’s Christian Association, The International Relations
Club, The History Club, The “ J” Club, The Girls’ Glee Club, and The
Achaean, The Dorian, The Ionian, and The Aeolian Athletic Clubs
for Girls.
INTERLUDE TWELVE
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1934
Epilogue.
Miss Jacksonville receives graduates and then presents them to
Miss Alabama and counties. Miss Jacksonville graciously presents
the graduating classes of 1934, consisting of 129 fine young men and
women, to Miss Alabama for service in her schools. Miss Jackson
ville is deeply grateful to Miss Alabama for the privilege of help
ing in the noble work of training her teachers.
Miss Alabama proudly receives the classes and signifies her in
tention of distributing them through her sixty-seven counties to serve
in the public schools. She believes that Miss Jacksonville, true to
her promise, has done the job well.
May these boys and girls make Alabama’s schools better schools.
May they reflect credit and honor on their Alma Mater. May they
make Alabama proud of them and of Jacksonville.
ALMA MATER
The Pageant Master reads Miss Jacksonville’s greetings to the
President. “ You have received with us these scenes portraying fif
ty years of this institutions’s history. Miss Jacksonville feels that
this pageant would be incomplete without a few words from the man
who has contributed most to its growth. Miss Jacksonville greets Dr.
C. W. Daugette, her intrepid leader for thirty-four years, the leader
under whose wise and fearless guidance the Jacksonville State Tea
chers College has gone forward with phenomenal progress.” *

* Member Association of Alabama Colleges (1926)
Member American Association of Teachers Colleges (1928)
Member Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools (1935)
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RESPONSE FROM PRESIDENT C. W. DAUGETTE

Please allow me to thank you for those kind words, also to thank
you all who have worked so faithfully and untiringly to make this
undertaking a success.
During the last fifty years, two and one-half generations, Ala
bama, in struggling upwards towards a higher and a better civiliza
tion, used many agencies, among which was the State Normal School,
more recently the State Teachers College, at Jacksonville.
No progress can be made without the education of the people, the
teacher being the most important factor in this process. The service
rendered by this institution is shown in every unit of the public-school
system of the state, as county and city superintendents, high-school
and elementary-school principals and teachers, college and publicschool teachers. Its work during this long period has profoundly
influenced the state for good and deserves the gratitude of the entire
citizenship.
Personally, I wish to record my appreciation of the faithful, con
scientious and unselfish service rendered by those who have labored
in the vineyard during its existence of fifty years which we celebrate
today, forty of which have seen my personal connection.
Our ideals for the future are to expand that service and to con
tribute in every way humanly possible to the development of our
state through the better training of the teachers of its children.
To this high purpose we rededicate our lives and our services
with the fond hope that the fruitage of the next fifty years, based
upon the foundation of the past, may be manifold in volume and in
fluence.
THE END
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